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Dannie Abse's distinctiveness as a poet lies in his clarity. His distinction lies in his imaginative and feeling responses to a variety of
different worlds - work as a doctor, the experience of life in Wales and North London, the mysterious nature of creativity, the
Jewish and bardic traditions. This collection draws on all these strands and is divided between personal experience and more
general reflections, often prompted by an urgent awareness of the passing of time, counterpointed with transcendent moments of
joy in ordinary things.
This book is written for members of the scholarly research community, and for persons involved in research evaluation and
research policy. More specifically, it is directed towards the following four main groups of readers: – All scientists and scholars who
have been or will be subjected to a quantitative assessment of research performance using citation analysis. – Research policy
makers and managers who wish to become conversant with the basic features of citation analysis, and about its potentialities and
limitations. – Members of peer review committees and other evaluators, who consider the use of citation analysis as a tool in their
assessments. – Practitioners and students in the field of quantitative science and technology studies, informetrics, and library and
information science. Citation analysis involves the construction and application of a series of indicators of the ‘impact’,
‘influence’ or ‘quality’ of scholarly work, derived from citation data, i.e. data on references cited in footnotes or bibliographies of
scholarly research publications. Such indicators are applied both in the study of scholarly communication and in the assessment of
research performance. The term ‘scholarly’ comprises all domains of science and scholarship, including not only those fields that
are normally denoted as science – the natural and life sciences, mathematical and technical sciences – but also social sciences
and humanities.
It includes an extensive glossary.
Do more in less time! Are you ready to harness the full power of Word 2013 to create professional documents? Then, you’re
ready for Word 2013 In Depth. In this comprehensive guide to Word, you’ll learn the skills and techniques for efficiently building
the documents you need for both your professional and your personal life. Faithe Wempen delivers step-by-step instructions,
troubleshooting advice, and insider tips to help you improve your written image in business, academic, organizational, and
personal settings. • Accelerate formatting by creating and applying themes and styles • Incorporate graphical content such as clip
art, photos, SmartArt, and charts • Save your work in a variety of formats, including backward-compatible Word files, PDF and
XPS page layouts, graphics, HTML, and more • Perform mail and data merges to generate catalogs, form letters, labels, and
envelopes • Learn about the fields that drive many of Word’s most powerful features, and how to look behind the scenes to
customize field behaviors • Use indexing, tables of contents, and master documents to organize book-length works • Cite sources
and document references in a variety of formats, including APA and MLA • Collaborate with other people, managing each
person’s comments and changes • Create complex math formulas without leaving Word • Write and edit macros that automate
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repeated tasks • Work with your Word documents anywhere via SkyDrive and the Office Web Apps • Create user-interactive
forms that include a variety of field types All In Depth books offer • Comprehensive coverage with detailed solutions •
Troubleshooting help for tough problems you can’t fix on your own • Outstanding authors recognized worldwide for their expertise
and teaching style Learning, reference, problem-solving...the only Word 2013 book you need!
Includes recommended citation format styles for journals, books, conference publications, patents, audio visuals, electronic
information, maps, legal materials, newspaper articles, bibliographies, dissertations, and scientific reports.
A fresh look at visualization from the author of Visualize This Whether it's statistical charts, geographic maps, or the snappy
graphical statistics you see on your favorite news sites, the art of data graphics or visualization is fast becoming a movement of its
own. In Data Points: Visualization That Means Something, author Nathan Yau presents an intriguing complement to his bestseller
Visualize This, this time focusing on the graphics side of data analysis. Using examples from art, design, business, statistics,
cartography, and online media, he explores both standard-and not so standard-concepts and ideas about illustrating data. Shares
intriguing ideas from Nathan Yau, author of Visualize This and creator of flowingdata.com, with over 66,000 subscribers Focuses
on visualization, data graphics that help viewers see trends and patterns they might not otherwise see in a table Includes
examples from the author's own illustrations, as well as from professionals in statistics, art, design, business, computer science,
cartography, and more Examines standard rules across all visualization applications, then explores when and where you can
break those rules Create visualizations that register at all levels, with Data Points: Visualization That Means Something.
Modern therapeutic strategies in the last decade have radically changed the approach to the oncologic patient with metastatic
disease. Not infrequently today metastases are managed more aggressively and addressed in a multidisciplinary way with
extremely encouraging results in terms of both survival and disease control. There have been equally revolutionary changes in
diagnostic imaging, with renewed attention to early diagnosis of both local and distant recurrence, in order to prompt timely radical
intervention. The distribution of metastases is affected by characteristics of the primary improved survival of neoplastic patients
and the routine imaging follow-up have resulted in greatly increased detection of metastatic malignancies with less than typical
appearance and behaviour.
Citation Tracking in Academic Libraries: An Overview presents results from the overarching need for researchers to get relevant
advice for their scholarly pursuits. This is even more critical in the fast changing environment, where even those who are
established scholars find the new scholarly publishing paradigm hectic, and amateurs get easily intimidated. In the wake of the
competitive ranking of universities, there is an added requirement for faculty to be involved with research activities so they can
enhance the standing of their parent institutions. That means there is a need to use valid and authentic platforms for publishing.
Making reference to already existing texts and answering questions that have been encountered by the author, the book is
compiled to make easy, short, and concise reading that is an overview on the tracking of citations. Besides giving suggestions on
how academic librarians can provide support to scholars, it includes the benefit of having librarians who are also scholars.
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Explains the role of the academic library in citation tracking matters Presents an explanation of what the academic librarian does in
the scholarly publishing arena Articulates the role of a research agenda in giving direction to research activities Provides reasons
to discuss the collaborative nature of library work and other offices of the university that support scholarly productivity
Provides information on stylistic aspects of research papers, theses, and dissertations, including sections on writing fundamentals,
MLA documentation style, and copyright law.
Expanded and updated from the Electronic Resources section, The APA style guide to electronic resources outlines for students
and writers the key elements with numerous examples. Dissertations and theses; bibliographies; curriculum and course material;
reference materials, including Wiki; gray literature, such as conference hearings, presentation slides, and policy briefs; general
interest media and alternative presses such as audio podcasts; and online communities, such as Weblog posts and video Weblog
posts.
How do I go about writing a journal article? How do I maximise my chances of getting it published in a top journal? How do I know
what journal to select? How do I best adapt my research work in order to get published? In this accessible, informative and
entertaining book, Becker and Denicolo introduce the best practical strategies available to help you maximise your chances of
success in getting your work published in the journal of your choice. This book offers down-to-Earth advice on such vital topics as:
How to write and get the style right What to select for publication How to plan for success How to cope with writer's block Working
with editors and reviewers How to cope with rejection This is a must-have book for anyone seeking to write for successful journal
publication. The Success in Research series, from Cindy Becker and Pam Denicolo, provides short, authoritative and accessible
guides on key areas of professional and research development. Avoiding jargon and cutting to the chase of what you really need
to know, these practical and supportive books cover a range of areas from presenting research to achieving impact, and from
publishing journal articles to developing proposals. They are essential reading for any student or researcher interested in
developing their skills and broadening their professional and methodological knowledge in an academic context.
Provides guidelines and examples for handling research, outlining, spelling, punctuation, formatting, and documentation.
A little more than seventy-five years ago, Kate L. Turabian drafted a set of guidelines to help students understand how to write,
cite, and formally submit research writing. Seven editions and more than nine million copies later, the name Turabian has become
synonymous with best practices in research writing and style. Her Manual for Writers continues to be the gold standard for
generations of college and graduate students in virtually all academic disciplines. Now in its eighth edition, A Manual for Writers of
Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations has been fully revised to meet the needs of today’s writers and researchers. The
Manual retains its familiar three-part structure, beginning with an overview of the steps in the research and writing process,
including formulating questions, reading critically, building arguments, and revising drafts. Part II provides an overview of citation
practices with detailed information on the two main scholarly citation styles (notes-bibliography and author-date), an array of
source types with contemporary examples, and detailed guidance on citing online resources. The final section treats all matters of
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editorial style, with advice on punctuation, capitalization, spelling, abbreviations, table formatting, and the use of quotations. Style
and citation recommendations have been revised throughout to reflect the sixteenth edition of The Chicago Manual of Style. With
an appendix on paper format and submission that has been vetted by dissertation officials from across the country and a
bibliography with the most up-to-date listing of critical resources available, A Manual for Writers remains the essential resource for
students and their teachers.
You're sitting at your desk in a classroom or in an airless cubicle, wondering how many minutes are left in a seemingly endless
day, when suddenly your teacher or supervisor lowers the boom: She wants a research paper, complete with footnotes and a list
of sources. She wants accuracy, originality, and good grammar. And – gasp! – she wants ten pages! You may be 16 years old or
60 years old, but your reaction is the same: Help! Take heart. A research paper may seem daunting, but it's a far-from-impossible
project to accomplish. Turning research into writing is actually quite easy, as long as you follow a few proven techniques. And
that's where Research Papers For Dummies steps in to help. In this easy-to-understand guide, you find out how to search for
information using both traditional printed sources and the electronic treasure troves of the Internet. You also discover how to take
all those bits of information, discarding the irrelevant ones, and put them into a form that illustrates your point with clarity and
originality. Here's just a sampling of the topics you'll find in Research Papers For Dummies: Types of research papers, from
business reports to dissertations The basic ingredients of a paper: Introduction, body, conclusion, footnotes, and bibliography Notetaking methods while doing research Avoiding plagiarism and other research paper pitfalls Defining your thesis statement and
choosing a structure for your paper Supporting your argument and drawing an insightful conclusion Revising and polishing your
prose Top Ten lists on the best ways to begin your research online and in print Research Papers For Dummies also includes an
appendix that's full of research paper ideas if you're stuck. If you're tasked with writing a research paper, chances are you already
have a lot of demands on your time. You don't need another huge pile of papers to read. This book can actually save you time in
the long run, because it gives you the easiest, fastest, and most successful methods for completing your paper.
Sex is as fascinating to scientists as it is to the rest of us. A vast pool of knowledge, therefore, has been gleaned from research into the
nature of sex, from the contentious problem of why the wasteful reproductive process exists at all, to how individuals choose their mates and
what traits they find attractive. This fascinating book explores those findings, and their implications for the sexual behaviour of our own
species. It uses the Red Queen from ‘Alice in Wonderland’ – who has to run at full speed to stay where she is – as a metaphor for a whole
range of sexual behaviours. The book was shortlisted for the 1994 Rhone-Poulenc Prize for Science Books. ‘Animals and plants evolved sex
to fend off parasitic infection. Now look where it has got us. Men want BMWs, power and money in order to pair-bond with women who are
blonde, youthful and narrow-waisted ... a brilliant examination of the scientific debates on the hows and whys of sex and evolution’
Independent.
The Turn of the Screw is an 1898Horrornovella by Henry James that first appeared in serial format in Collier's Weekly magazine (January 27
- April 16, 1898). In October 1898 it appeared in The Two Magics, a book published by Macmillan in New York City and Heinemann in
London. Classified as both gothic fiction and a ghost story, the novella focuses on a governess who, caring for two children at a remote
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estate, becomes convinced that the grounds are haunted.
ALWD Citation Manual: A Professional System of Citation, now in its Fourth Edition, upholds a single and consistent system of citation for all
forms of legal writing. Clearly and attractively presented in an easy-to-use format, edited by Darby Dickerson, a leading authority on American
legal citation, the ALWD Citation Manual is simply an outstanding teaching tool. Endorsed by the Association of Legal Writing Directors,
(ALWD), a nationwide society of legal writing program directors, the ALWD Citation Manual: A Professional System of Citation, features a
single, consistent, logical system of citation that can be used for any type of legal document complete coverage of the citation rules that
includes: - basic citation - citation for primary and secondary sources - citation of electronic sources - how to incorporate citations into
documents - how to quote material and edit quotes properly - court-specific citation formats, commonly used abbreviations, and a sample
legal memorandum with proper citation in the Appendices two-color page design that flags key points and highlights examples Fast
Formatsquick guides for double-checking citations and Sidebars with facts and tips for avoiding common problems diagrams and charts that
illustrate citation style at a glance The Fourth Edition provides facsimiles of research sources that a first-year law student would use,
annotated with the elements in each citation and a sample citation for each flexible citation options for (1) the United States as a party to a
suit and (2) using contractions in abbreviations new rules addressing citation of interdisciplinary sources (e.g., plays, concerts, operas) and
new technology (e.g., Twitter, e-readers, YouTube video) updated examples throughout the text expanded list of law reviews in Appendix 5
Indispensable by design, the ALWD Citation Manual: A Professional System of Citation, Fourth Edition, keeps on getting better
Designed for major and non-major students taking an introductory level microbiology lab course. Whether your course caters to pre-health
professional students, microbiology majors or pre-med students, everything they need for a thorough introduction to the subject of
microbiology is right here.
Provides information on manuscript preparation, punctuation, spelling, quotations, captions, tables, abbreviations, references, bibliographies,
notes, and indexes, with sections on journals and electronic media.
For all the discussion in the media about creationism and 'Intelligent Design', virtually nothing has been said about the evidence in question the evidence for evolution by natural selection. Yet, as this succinct and important book shows, that evidence is vast, varied, and magnificent,
and drawn from many disparate fields of science. The very latest research is uncovering a stream of evidence revealing evolution in action from the actual observation of a species splitting into two, to new fossil discoveries, to the deciphering of the evidence stored in our genome.
Why Evolution is True weaves together the many threads of modern work in genetics, palaeontology, geology, molecular biology, anatomy,
and development to demonstrate the 'indelible stamp' of the processes first proposed by Darwin. It is a crisp, lucid, and accessible statement
that will leave no one with an open mind in any doubt about the truth of evolution.
Provides information on stylistic aspects of research papers, theses, and dissertations, including sections on writing fundamentals, MLA
documentation style, and copyright law
This encyclopedia captures the experiences of women throughout world history and illuminates how they have influenced and been
influenced by these historical, social, and demographic changes. It contains over 1,300 signed articles covering six main areas: biographies;
geography and history; comparative culture and society; organizations and movements; womens and gender studies; and topics in world
history.
This book explains why so few efforts at reforming science education are successful, and why it is that the 300 studies on the subject
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published over the past decade have done little more than add to a growing body of literature. The book describes programs which are
successful in terms of faculty accomplishments, students graduated and entering advanced study or professional workplace, and showing
evidence of high morale among both faculty and undergraduates. Common elements in many of these programs are abandonment of an
almost exclusive emphasis on problem solving and modification of the lecture format to permit teaching of underlying concepts. Other
variations in traditional introductory physics and chemistry courses are aimed at persuading those simply fulfilling graduation requirements to
major in science; at bringing minority students into the fold; or at combining physics or various sub-fields of chemistry in different ways to
promote better understanding. Harvard's "chem-phys," is provided as an example of such a combination, but also as a case study of how
innovation can be stymied by a lack of university-wide change. The author uses methods of ethnography in reporting what makes individual
programs interesting, what their faculty are doing, and what program participants are thinking. (PR)
All life is chemical. That fact underpins the developing field of ecological stoichiometry, the study of the balance of chemical elements in
ecological interactions. This long-awaited book brings this field into its own as a unifying force in ecology and evolution. Synthesizing a wide
range of knowledge, Robert Sterner and Jim Elser show how an understanding of the biochemical deployment of elements in organisms from
microbes to metazoa provides the key to making sense of both aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems. After summarizing the chemistry of
elements and their relative abundance in Earth's environment, the authors proceed along a line of increasing complexity and scale from
molecules to cells, individuals, populations, communities, and ecosystems. The book examines fundamental chemical constraints on
ecological phenomena such as competition, herbivory, symbiosis, energy flow in food webs, and organic matter sequestration. In accessible
prose and with clear mathematical models, the authors show how ecological stoichiometry can illuminate diverse fields of study, from
metabolism to global change. Set to be a classic in the field, Ecological Stoichiometry is an indispensable resource for researchers,
instructors, and students of ecology, evolution, physiology, and biogeochemistry. From the foreword by Peter Vitousek: "[T]his book
represents a significant milestone in the history of ecology. . . . Love it or argue with it--and I do both--most ecologists will be influenced by the
framework developed in this book. . . . There are points to question here, and many more to test . . . And if we are both lucky and good, this
questioning and testing will advance our field beyond the level achieved in this book. I can't wait to get on with it."
Many scientists and engineers consider themselves poor writers or find the writing process difficult. The good news is that you do not have to
be a talented writer to produce a good scientific paper, but you do have to be a careful writer. In particular, writing for a peer-reviewed
scientific or engineering journal requires learning and executing a specific formula for presenting scientific work. This book is all about
teaching the style and conventions of writing for a peer-reviewed scientific journal. From structure to style, titles to tables, abstracts to author
lists, this book gives practical advice about the process of writing a paper and getting it published.
"An educational guide based on the Publication manual of the American Psychological Association"--Cover.
Submission. Annotation ©2004 Book News, Inc., Portland, OR (booknews.com).
This book is a reprint of the APA manual originally published in 1957. This APA style manual for writers, editors, students, educators, and
professionals across all fields provides clear guidance on grammar, the mechanics of writing, and APA style. It includes examples, new
guidelines and advice, and more.

Scientific communication depends primarily on publishing in journals. The most important indicator to determine the
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influence of a journal is the Impact Factor. Since this factor only measures the average number of citations per article in a
certain time window, it can be argued that it does not reflect the actual value of a periodical. This book defines five
dimensions, which build a framework for a multidimensional method of journal evaluation. The author is winner of the
Eugene Garfield Doctoral Dissertation Scholarship 2011.
For nearly two decades Western governments and a growing activist community have been frustrated in their attempts to
bring about a freer and more democratic Burma—through sanctions and tourist boycotts—only to see an apparent slide
toward even harsher dictatorship. But what do we really know about Burma and its history? And what can Burma's past
tell us about the present and even its future? In The River of Lost Footsteps, Thant Myint-U tells the story of modern
Burma, in part through a telling of his own family's history, in an interwoven narrative that is by turns lyrical, dramatic, and
appalling. His maternal grandfather, U Thant, rose from being the schoolmaster of a small town in the Irrawaddy Delta to
become the UN secretary-general in the 1960s. And on his father's side, the author is descended from a long line of
courtiers who served at Burma's Court of Ava for nearly two centuries. Through their stories and others, he portrays
Burma's rise and decline in the modern world, from the time of Portuguese pirates and renegade Mughal princes through
the decades of British colonialism, the devastation of World War II, and a sixty-year civil war that continues today and is
the longest-running war anywhere in the world. The River of Lost Footsteps is a work both personal and global, a
distinctive contribution that makes Burma accessible and enthralling.
Why do we die? Do all living creatures share this fate? Is the body's slow degradation with the passage of time
unavoidable, or can the secrets of longevity be unlocked? Over the past two decades, scientists studying the workings of
genes and cells have uncovered some of the clues necessary to solve these mysteries. In this fascinating and accessible
book, two neurobiologists share the often-surprising findings from that research, including the possibility that aging and
natural death may not be forever a certainty for most living beings. André Klarsfeld and Frédéric Revah discuss in detail
the latest scientific findings and views on death and longevity. They challenge many popular assumptions, such as the
idea that the death of individual organisms serves to rejuvenate species or that death and sexual reproduction are
necessarily linked. Finally, they describe current experimental approaches to postpone natural death in lower organisms
as well as in mammals. Are all organisms that survive until late in life condemned to a "natural" death, as a consequence
of aging, even if they live in a well-protected, supportive environment? The variability of the adult life span—from a few
hours for some insects to more than a millennium for the sequoia and thirteen times that for certain wild berry
bushes—challenges the notion that death is unavoidable. Evolutionary theory helps explain why and how some species
have achieved biological mechanisms that seemingly allow them to resist time. Death cannot be understood without
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looking into cells—the essential building blocks of life. Intriguingly, at the level of cells, death is not always an accident; it is
often programmed as an indispensable aspect of life, which benefits the organism as a whole.
The go-to guide to completing a thorough, well-organized, and effective lit review! This new edition of the best-selling
book offers graduate students in education and the social sciences a road map to developing and writing an effective
literature review for a research project, thesis, or dissertation. Updated with key vocabulary words, technology advice,
and tips for writing during the early stages, the second edition takes students step by step through the entire process:
Selecting a topic Searching the literature Developing arguments Surveying the literature Critiquing the literature Writing
the literature review
Half of this new, post-Cold War world is intent on building a better Lexus, on streamlining their societies and economies
for the global marketplace, while the other half is locked in elemental struggles over who owns which olive tree, which
strip of land.
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